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[1] Simple dynamical models developed for the tropical Pacific surface winds may not
be directly applicable in the Atlantic in view of the basin’s different geometry and size
and the potential impact of deep heating from over the adjacent African and South
American continents. As simple dynamical models generate surface winds from sea-
surface temperature (SST), it is worth ascertaining the extent to which monthly surface
winds over the tropical (30�S–30�N) Atlantic are driven by this sector’s own SST
variations. A procedure is developed to separate this internally driven (i.e., by tropical
Atlantic basin SSTs) component of the surface wind field from those induced by changes
external to this tropical basin. Our analysis shows the internally driven component to
dominate wind variability only within the equatorial (10�S–10�N) Atlantic. In contrast,
Pacific surface winds driven by the tropical Pacific basin SSTs dominate variability across
the tropical Pacific. The vertical structure of atmospheric diabatic heating linked with the
leading modes of internally driven variability in the two basins (e.g., Pacific El Niño
and the Atlantic Niño) is compared to assess the suitability of hypotheses underlying
simple dynamical models. The potential limitations of these models, particularly, in the
tropical Atlantic, motivated the development of an empirical model for Atlantic surface-
wind variability. The model is based on rotated principal component analysis (RPCA) of
the internally driven component of interannual variability in the tropical Atlantic basin.
The empirical model is constructed from RPCA analysis of combined SST and surface
wind anomalies of individual calendar months (from COADS data set) and outperforms
the simple dynamical models. The model’s performance is also compared to an empirical
model based on the singular value decomposition analysis of SST and surface
winds. INDEX TERMS: 3339 Meteorology and Atmospheric Dynamics: Ocean/atmosphere interactions

(0312, 4504); 4215 Oceanography: General: Climate and interannual variability (3309); 3374 Meteorology

and Atmospheric Dynamics: Tropical meteorology

1. Introduction

[2] The trade-wind systems of the tropical Atlantic and
eastern Pacific are similar in several respects. Both
migrate seasonally in conjunction with the seasonally
varying SST. Both basins show a single zone of trade-
wind convergence which is generally located northward of
the equator. The divergent Hadley circulations associated
with these Inter-Tropical Convergence Zones (ITCZ) gen-
erate subsidence both to the north and south, and con-
tribute to the development of stratus clouds and the
subtropical anticyclones in sea level pressure; the latter
are forced also to an extent by the Rossby wave descent
induced by deep monsoonal heating over continents to the
east [Hoskins, 1996]. Both basins also exhibit rather
robust and similarly structured annual-cycle variability in

SST and surface winds in the eastern equatorial sector
[e.g., Nigam and Chao, 1996].
[3] However, there are also differences between the two

basins. Interannual SST variability in the tropical Atlantic is
rather modest in comparison with that in the tropical Pacific
[e.g., Philander, 1990]. Smaller SST amplitudes in the
Atlantic (�1/3 of the Pacific ones) can allow its surface-
wind field to be influenced to a greater extent by distur-
bances originating in other tropical sectors (e.g., El Niño
conditions in the central/eastern Pacific) and in the extra-
tropics (e.g., from the North Atlantic Oscillation). Such
externally forced surface winds are expected to induce weak
SST variability in the equatorial Atlantic, at least on the
short timescale. Externally generated winds can however be
instigators of robust variability on longer time-scales, e.g.,
Atlantic Niño, which is sustained by air-sea interaction
within the tropical Atlantic basin [Zebiak, 1993; Carton et
al., 1996]. Differences in interannual SST variability ampli-
tudes between the two basins can also lead to different
vertical structures of diabatic heating and to different depths
of the trade-wind boundary layers—both having implication
for simple dynamical models.
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[4] From the viewpoint of simple dynamical models for
tropical Atlantic surface winds, one is more interested in the
wind variability forced by this basin’s own SST anomalies,
i.e., in the internally driven component. Empirical models,
on the other hand, can be devised to capture both the
internal and externally driven components of wind varia-
bility. The existence of wind variability that is in balance
with local changes in SST in the tropical Atlantic has been a
topic of active discussion for over twenty years ([Merle,
1980; Moura and Shukla, 1981] being two of the interesting
early studies). Observational studies beginning with Merle
[1980] have shown that the eastern tropical Atlantic is
unusually warm in boreal summers every few years. The
eastern thermocline is depressed by about 20 meters from its
climatological seasonal depth, the trade winds weaken in the
central basin, and the ITCZ, which is normally located well
north of the equator in this season, is shifted southeastward
toward the eastern equator and strengthens during these
summers [Philander, 1986; Servain, 1991; Ruiz-Barradas et
al., 2000]. This mode of variability, which modeling studies
strongly suggest involves local air-sea interaction [e.g.,
Zebiak, 1993; Carton and Huang, 1994; Dommenget and
Latif, 2000], is referred to as the Atlantic Nino in this
analysis.
[5] On somewhat longer time-scales, the ITCZ under-

goes meridional displacements in response to non-seasonal
variations in the interhemispheric gradient of SST [Hasten-
rath, 1991; Ruiz-Barradas et al., 2000; Chiang et al., 2001],
resulting in dipole-like variability in diabatic heating and
precipitation [Ruiz-Barradas et al., 2000; Xie and Saito,
2001]. The associated change in positions of the northeast
and southeast trades generates surface heat-flux anomalies,
which, in turn, feedback on the interhemispheric SST
gradient [Carton et al., 1996; Chang et al., 1997, 2001].
Together, these features describe a mode of variability that is
referred to here as the interhemispheric mode. It is however
important to note that variability similar to both modes can
be produced by processes external to the Atlantic sector as
well [Lanzante, 1996; Enfield and Mayer, 1997; Mehta,
1998; Tanimoto and Xie, 1999].
[6] Distinguishing between the internal and externally

generated components of tropical Atlantic variability is one
of the key tasks of this study. A method to extract the
internally driven component is discussed, and applied to the
DaSilva et al.’s [1994] COADS record. The extraction
facilitates the construction of an empirical model of locally
driven surface wind variability, and allows a more reason-
able evaluation of simple dynamical models.
[7] We examine the applicability of two simple dynamical

models of the tropical atmosphere, the Gill [1980] and the
Lindzen and Nigam [1987] models, to the Atlantic sector.
The central premise of the Gill model is that deep convective
heating drives surface winds in the tropics. Shortcomings in
Gill-model’s dynamics in the Pacific sector were illustrated
in Nigam and Shen [1993], where horizontal structure of the
deep convective heating anomalies was specified using the
ENSO related Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR)
anomalies. The modeled Pacific surface winds were found
to be deficient in several respects, but particularly note-
worthy was the discrepancy in the zonal and meridional
wind contributions to the surface divergence anomaly: in
nature, the @v/@y term is dominant, while in the Gill model’s

solution to quasi-perfect forcing (ENSO covariant OLR
anomalies), the @u/@x term was dominant (see Figures 2,
3, and 12 of that paper). Differences in SST variability as
well as differences in subsidence zones between the two
basins lead to different vertical structures of diabatic heating,
which can further limit the applicability of this model in the
Atlantic.
[8] The Lindzen-Nigam model, in contrast, is based on

the premise that horizontal temperature distribution beneath
the trade inversion reflects the underlying SST distribution
because of vertical mixing by trade-cumuli. In this model,
the hydrostatically generated sea level pressure gradients
drive the tropical near-surface winds. The model is not
without its shortcomings, the principal one of which is the
lack of dependence of the mean inversion height on SST.
Battisti et al. [1999] have also argued, correctly, that in view
of the capping inversion, a reduced gravity formalism ought
to be employed. They show that this leads to the same
solutions but with a more reasonable (longer) thermal
damping time-scale [(eT)

.1 in the original model]. But most
importantly, the model requires the existence of a well-
mixed boundary layer (capped by an inversion), which is
generally present only in the central/eastern sectors of the
tropical oceans, under the subsiding branches of the diver-
gent Walker and Hadley circulations. Coarse vertical sam-
pling of the planetary boundary layer (PBL) in the
reanalysis data sets (�p = 75mb, at best) however precludes
a comparison of PBL depths in the two basins.
[9] In view of the limitations of simple dynamical mod-

els, including their potential suitability in only some sectors
of the tropical basins, we develop an empirical model for
the internally driven component of Atlantic surface-wind
variability. The model is based on rotated principal compo-
nent analysis of the internally generated interannual varia-
bility in individual calendar months of the COADS record.
The model’s performance is compared to the original Gill
and Lindzen-Nigam models in the Atlantic basin, and
briefly to an alternate empirical model based on singular
value decomposition analysis (following Chang et al.
[1997]). Both empirical models are found to outperform
the dynamical models.
[10] The paper is organized into six sections. Section 2

briefly describes the various data sets. The internally driven
surface-wind variability is extracted in section 3. The
vertical structure of diabatic heating associated with ENSO
variability in the Pacific and Niño variability in the Atlantic
are compared in section 4. The empirical model is devel-
oped in section 5, and its performance is compared with that
of simple dynamical models in section 6. Summary and
concluding remarks follow in section 7.

2. Data Sets

2.1. Revised COADS

[11] The revised Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere
Data Set (COADS) used in this study was developed by
Da Silva et al. [1994], from the objective analysis of
individual COADS observations on a 1� grid during January
1945–December 1993. The data set reduces the wind speed
bias and artificial wind speed trends associated with an
erroneous Beaufort equivalent scale. However, like other
objectively analyzed COADS data sets, it suffers from
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sparseness of observations in the central/eastern equatorial
Pacific where ‘‘less than five wind observations per month
per 1� � 1� box’’ is not uncommon, particularly in the early
part of the data record.
[12] Monthly SST and surface wind anomalies are

defined relative to the 1950–93 monthly climatology. The
anomalies are smoothed with a 9-point smoother and
linearly interpolated onto a 2.5� grid. The wind anomalies
exhibited a long-term trend at some grid points [cf. Clarke
and Lebedev, 1996]; as this was believed to be spurious, the
winds and SSTs were linearly detrended at each point in
each calendar month.

2.2. ECMWF Reanalyses

[13] The 6-hourly initialized European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalysis
archived at NCAR on a 2.5� global grid and at 17 pressure
levels for the January 1979 to December 1993 period were
used to compute the monthly-mean fields and the sub-
monthly transients from which the 3D diabatic heating
was residually diagnosed from the thermodynamic equation
[see Nigam et al., 2000, section 3]. Diabatic heating
anomalies were obtained on a 5.0� � 2.5� longitude-latitude
grid, relative to the 1979–93 monthly climatology.

2.3. NCEP Reanalyses

[14] The 6-hourly National Center for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis for the 1958–1993 period
[Kalnay et al., 1996] are available on a 2.5� global grid and
at 17 pressure levels. The data set contains diabatic heating
generated during a 6-hour model forecast starting from each
time step’s reanalysis circulation. However, in view of
potential differences between the model produced and the
reanalysis-consistent heating, and in order to directly com-
pare with the heating diagnosed from ECMWF reanalyses,
diabatic heating was residually diagnosed from the NCEP
reanalyses as well. Diabatic heating anomalies are obtained
on the same 5.0� � 2.5� grid but relative to the 1979–93
monthly climatology in this case.

3. Extraction of Internally Driven Variability

[15] Surface wind variability generated by each basin’s
tropical SST anomalies is referred to as the internally
driven component. The perturbation of tropical Atlantic
winds by ENSO variability in the Pacific (the tropical
bridge [Klein et al., 1999]) and the impact of the North
Atlantic Oscillation on the basin’s tropics [Xie and Tani-
moto, 1998]—impacts generated from remote forcing—are
accordingly characterized as the externally forced compo-
nent of tropical Atlantic wind variability. Note that over
time periods longer than a month, the two components can
contribute to each other’s generation. For example, SST
anomalies produced by externally forced winds can, in
turn, generate local winds and, possibly, a coupled
response. A separation strategy based on both contempora-
neous structure and temporal evolution would be preferable,
but its development is beyond the scope of this study.
[16] The difference between internally and externally

forced components of variability is illustrated in Figure 1,
which shows two modes from the RPCA analysis of
combined variability of the tropical (30�S–30�N) Atlantic

SST, and surface zonal and meridional winds (i.e., SST +
u + v). Each of the three variables is scaled so as to have
the same spatially integrated variance (see Chung and
Nigam [1999a] for further analysis details); the principal
components are rotated using the VARIMAX criterion
[e.g., Horel, 1981]. The mode describing sub-decadal
timescale ocean-atmosphere interannual variability in the
tropical Atlantic basin (‘‘Atlantic Niño’’ [see e.g., Carton
and Huang, 1994; Ruiz-Barradas et al., 2000]) is shown
in Figure 1a. It is the 4th leading mode, and explains
4.4% of the combined variance. This mode would be
classified as ‘‘internally driven’’ because the surface
winds appear to be generated by the underlying SST
gradients [cf. Wagner and Da Silva, 1994]. In contrast,
the leading mode (Figure 1b), which explains 7.2% of the
variance, has substantially weaker SST amplitudes, and a
wind pattern that cannot be readily explained by this
basin’s SST distribution; the SST pattern, on the other
hand, can be accounted for by the impact of wind speed
on local evaporation and vertical mixing. In our scheme,
this mode would be classified in the ‘‘externally driven’’
category.
[17] Comparison of Figures 1a and 1b suggests that the

externally driven wind variability modes may be charac-
terized by strong wind and weak SST amplitudes, while
the internally driven ones are likely to exhibit weak wind
and large SST amplitudes. The latter are also generally
dominated by lower frequencies, whereas the externally
driven ones can exhibit both lower (as in case of ENSO’s
contemporaneous impact on the Atlantic) and higher
frequencies.
[18] Extraction of internally driven wind variability is

quite challenging. If SST and surface wind observations
were available at sub-monthly resolution (e.g., weekly) one
could attempt extraction by examining the lead/lag relation-
ship between SST and wind anomalies. The monthly data is
however of little use in such analysis, as much of the wind
response to SST is set up on weekly timescales. While a
unique and robust extraction strategy still eludes us, our
preliminary attempt to separate the internally and externally
driven variability is based on the RPCA analysis of com-
bined SST and surface wind variability.
[19] We classify each mode obtained from this analysis in

one of the two categories, based on the very different ratios
of the wind-to-SST amplitudes (see Figure 1). Taking
advantage of this feature, we define an index (a) to
objectively measure this ratio for each mode:a =

R
(u2 +

v2)dA/
R
T2dA.

[20] We rotated 70 loading vectors (EOFs), which
together explained nearly 85% of the combined variance
in the tropical Atlantic. For these 70 modes, a ranged
from 0.3 to 240.6 m2 s2 K2, and for the two modes shown
in Figures 1a and 1b, a = 0.71 and 171.44, respectively.
The externally driven wind variability modes are thus
characterized by large a values. The 70 modes were
sequenced using the a index, and the 15 leading ones
(a ranging from 240.6 to 50.7) were tagged as externally
driven. The cut-off at 15 was based on visual inspection of
the modal wind/SST relationship, which indicated the 16th
and higher modes (a � 29.1) to be more in the internally
driven category. While the cut-off at mode 15 is somewhat
subjective, cut-offs at neighboring values have little impact
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Figure 1. Rotated principal component analysis of the combined interannual variability of COADS SST
+ u + v during 1950–93 (a) an internally driven mode (Atlantic Niño) and its principal component and
(b) an externally driven mode and its principal component. SST patterns are depicted using the contour
interval and shading threshold of 0.05K, with zero contours thickened. Surface winds are superimposed
on SST patterns using indicated vector scales (0.5 m/s in the top and 2.0 m/s in the bottom panel). The
percentage of combined variance explained by each mode is shown above the principal component panel.
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on subsequent analysis as these modes explain only a
small percentage of the variance; for example, mode 16th
explains 0.61%, and mode 17th 0.63% of the domain
variance.
[21] The 15 externally driven modes, on the other hand,

are quite efficient at explaining variance, as all 15 of them
are found among the 22 leading modes (sequenced using
explained variance). The variability not included in the 70
leading modes is therefore unlikely to be in the externally
driven category. We thus subtract the surface-wind (and
SST) variability associated with these 15 modes from the
original anomaly records to define the internally driven
component. The subtraction includes the SST component,
because otherwise wind and SST would not be in balance.
This is however of little consequence as the SST component
in all 15 modes is very weak.
[22] The contribution of the internally driven component

of surface zonal-wind variability in the tropical Atlantic is
shown in Figure 2. Zonal wind is chosen for this illustration
in view of its dominant role in driving oceanic variability in
the tropics. The standard deviation of the internally driven
component and the total zonal wind anomalies is computed,
and their ratio is displayed in Figure 2c. That the equatorial
(10�S–10�N) Atlantic winds are largely internally driven
(ratio/90%) is evident and expected; surface winds in the
southern tropical (10�S–25�S) Atlantic adjacent to the
African coast are also mostly driven by tropical Atlantic
SSTs. The off-equatorial regions, on the other hand, are
dominated by the externally driven component which
accounts for more than half of the standard deviation at
20�N and beyond. The counterpart figures for meridional
wind and sea level pressure anomalies show features similar
to those in Figure 2c.
[23] The extent of dominance of the internally driven

wind component in the Pacific was also examined by
repeating the above analysis in the tropical Pacific basin
(Figure 3). Comparison of Figures 3 and 2c indicates that
the Pacific basin (30�S–30�N) zonal winds are even more
strongly internally driven, particularly, in the off-equatorial
latitudes. The contrast between the basins suggests that the
surface-wind modeling strategies for the two basins will
likely be different in some respects.
[24] An actual example of the internally and externally

driven components of wind variability in the tropical
Atlantic is shown in Figure 4. The detrended surface-
wind anomaly in August 1987 is displayed in the top
panel. This month is chosen because of the sizable
projection of both the Atlantic Niño (Figure 1a) and
dipole [e.g., Chang et al., 1997] modes during this
period. This is also the month for which solutions of
simple dynamical and empirical models are displayed
later, although the empirical model’s performance is
evaluated more comprehensively, via verification statistics
on model solutions for all available months. Comparison
of Figures 4a and 4b shows that the internally driven
component accounts for a substantial portion of the
August 1987 surface wind anomalies—perhaps, more
significantly in the off-equatorial region than anticipated
on the basis of Figure 2c—due to sizable projections of
the Niño and dipole modes in this month. The externally
driven wind component is notable poleward of 20�N,
particularly, in zonal wind anomalies.

4. Heating Vertical Structure

[25] The vertical distribution of diabatic heating associ-
ated with ENSO variability in the Pacific and Niño
variability in the Atlantic is compared in this section in
order to further characterize the structure of internally
driven variability in the Atlantic. In addition to the basin
intercomparison, the Atlantic heating structure in the two
reanalyses is compared in the overlapping period (1979–93)
of the data sets to ascertain the robustness of key features of
the heating distribution.

4.1. Atlantic Sector

[26] Ruiz-Barradas et al. [2000] have documented the
heating structure associated with the Atlantic Niño mode,
using heating anomalies diagnosed from the 1958–93 NCEP
reanalysis. Their Figure 4a shows that away from the adjoin-
ing continents, the equatorial heating-maximum in the Atlan-
tic occurs in the lower troposphere (600–700mb)—and not
in the middle and upper troposphere as in case of ENSO
variability in the Pacific [Nigam et al., 2000].
[27] The heating structure is examined here in a shorter

record (1979–93) since both NCEP and ECMWF reanal-
yses are available in this 15-year period. The 3D diabatic
heating is residually diagnosed from the thermodynamic
equation, as noted before. The credibility of diagnosed
heating has been ascertained in the ENSO context, both
by comparison of the vertically averaged heating with the
Xie-Arkin [1997] precipitation anomalies in the deep tropics
(where condensation heating is dominant [Nigam et al.,
2000]), and by examination of the dynamical consistency of
diagnosed heating and large-scale circulation (from diag-
nostic modeling in Nigam and Chung [2000]).
[28] The 1979–93 period heating anomalies linked to

Niño variability in the Atlantic and ENSO variability in the
Pacific are calculated from regression with the modes’
principal components. The latter are obtained from separate
RPCA analysis of Atlantic and Pacific basin variability in
the longer 1950–93 period, as noted earlier. Linear regres-
sion against truncated principal components was deemed
preferable to RPCA analysis of the truncated data set (which
could alias variability structure, perhaps, more easily).
[29] The equatorial (4�S–4�N) heating associated with

Atlantic Niño variability is shown in Figures 5a and 5b. The
striking features in the top two panels are the magnitude of
heating differences over the adjoining continents, and the
variable level of the heating-maximum across the Atlantic
basin. Heating reaches its maximum at a higher level
(�400mb) in the western Atlantic, and the heating maximum
slopes downward toward the east, as evident, particularly, in
the NCEP heating structure (Figure 5a). Such a distribution
of heating-maximum is not unexpected since it is likely
controlled by the distribution of total (climatological +
anomalous), and not just the anomalous SST. The variable
level of the heating-maximum, and in particular, its location
in the lower troposphere (p/700 mb) over the central Atlantic
sector, suggests that simple dynamical models driven by
mid-tropospheric heating may not be suitable in some
Atlantic sectors.
[30] Unlike the oceanic sector where heating estimates

are generally in accord, heating anomalies over the adjoin-
ing continents exhibit large discrepancies, with the ECMWF
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Figure 2. Standard deviation of monthly surface zonal winds during 1950–93 for (a) the wind
component driven by tropical Atlantic SST (i.e., the internally driven component), (b) the total wind
anomaly, and (c) the ratio of a-to-b, expressed as percentage. Figure 2c represents the magnitude of
internally driven wind variability as percentage of total variability. Values greater than 90% are shaded.
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one being much stronger. Since heating anomalies are
calculated from the same period (1979–93) climatology
in both cases, and the Atlantic Niño anomalies (Figures
5a–5b) generated by regression against the same principal
component (Figure 1a), the discrepancies are not related to
the analysis methodology. In the bottom panel of Figure 5,
the vertically averaged (200–1000mb) heating anomalies
are compared with the corresponding Xie-Arkin precipita-
tion anomalies. Since the latter represent latent heating,
this comparison may help understand the causes of the
discrepancies over land, where heating is deep and of
condensational origin. To the extent that Xie-Arkin pre-
cipitation estimates are realistic over land, Figure 5c
suggests that the deep Amazonian heating implicit in
ECMWF reanalysis may be unrealistic. On the other hand,
the precipitation estimate corroborates the heating struc-
tures over the oceanic sector.

4.2. Pacific Sector

[31] For purposes of comparison, the distribution of
diabatic heating associated with ENSO variability in the
1979–93 period is shown in Figure 6. The ENSO heating
anomalies are about twice as strong as the Atlantic Niño
ones, and the NCEP and ECMWF based estimates are more
consistent, as well. Both heating anomalies moreover peak in
the mid-troposphere (400–500mb) across much of the
equatorial Pacific. While heating anomalies over the con-
tinents (Maritime included) continue to be stronger in the
ECMWF estimate, the discrepancies between the two esti-
mates are evidently more modest. Comparison of the heating
vertical structures in the central equatorial Pacific shows the
ECMWF estimate to be considerably stronger in the lower
troposphere (p/700mb) as well, where it exhibits a local
maximum (see Nigam et al. [2000] for more details).
[32] The Xie-Arkin precipitation anomalies linked to

ENSO variability during 1979–93 are shown in Figure 6c
along with profiles of the two vertically averaged heating

estimates. There is greater consistency among various
profiles in the Pacific sector, with the correspondence
between heating estimates being particularly notable. Note
that both estimates show ENSO heating to be strongest
eastward of the dateline, but the Xie-Arkin precipitation
anomalies are largest just to the west of it.

5. Empirical Model for Atlantic Surface Winds

[33] In view of the unique structure of the tropical
Atlantic basin—South American and African landmasses
protruding in the Southern and Northern tropics, respec-
tively—the vertical structure of diabatic heating anomalies
varies considerably across the Atlantic longitudes. The
protruding landmasses moreover exert substantial influence
on surface-wind variability over the tropical Atlantic
ocean, with potential feedback. Thus, unlike the tropical
Pacific where the dynamically simplified ocean-atmosphere
models can simulate some features of low-frequency
variability (e.g., ENSO), simulation of climate variability
in the Atlantic sector is more challenging: The interaction
of ocean and atmosphere with the adjoining landmasses
must be additionally modeled. Besides, the simplified
atmospheric models may be unsuitable in some sectors
of the tropical Atlantic on account of significant variations
in the heating vertical structure. Such concerns motivated
the development of an empirical model of Atlantic surface-
wind variability.
[34] The construction of an empirical (statistical) model

of surface wind/windstress is not novel in itself, as such
models have been used in the coupled modeling of Pacific
interannual variability. Barnett et al. [1993] developed a
model based on EOFs of individual fields while Syu et al.
[1995] based their model on singular value decomposition
of the covariance between Pacific SST and surface wind
stress anomalies. Such a model has been developed for the
tropical Atlantic as well [Chang et al., 1997].

Figure 3. Magnitude of the internally driven Pacific wind variability expressed as percentage of total
variability. Values greater than 90% are shaded, as in Figure 3.
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Figure 4. Surface wind anomaly for August, 1987 (a) from detrended COADS, (b) its internally driven
component, and (c) the difference (ab). The vector scale is indicated in the top panel. The underlying SST
anomalies are displayed in Figures 4a to 4c using a contour interval of 0.1 K.
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[35] An empirical model for the Atlantic surface-winds is
also developed here. The distinguishing feature of the
present analysis is the demonstration of potential superiority
of this model over the simplified dynamical atmospheric
models in the tropical Atlantic basin. The model is based
on the rotated principal component analysis of internally
driven wind variability. This variability component was
defined in section 3, and extracted from the original
(detrended) monthly SST and wind anomaly records by
subtracting the variability associated with 15 modes that
were identified as externally driven (because of large a

values). The empirical model calculates the surface wind
anomalies as follows: Monthly SST anomalies are first
projected onto the SST components of the internally
driven modes. Since these modes are obtained from
rotated analysis, the loading vectors (SST + u + v) are
no longer spatially orthogonal (even if they were orthog-
onal, their SST components need not be so), and the
projections are thus calculated using the least squares
method applied over the SST sub-space of the internally
driven modes, as discussed more fully in Chung and
Nigam [1999b, see section 4c]. The projection coeffi-

Figure 5. Equatorial (4�S–4�N) diabatic heating linked to Atlantic Niño variability; 3-D heating is
residually diagnosed from the 1979–93 reanalysis data (a) from NCEP reanalyses and (b) from ECMWF
reanalyses. The contour interval and shading threshold is 0.05 K/day in Figures 5a and 5b. Figure 5c
shows the distribution of the mass-weighted vertically averaged (200–1000 mb) diabatic heating (left-
scale in K/day) and Xie-Arkin precipitation (right-scale in mm/day), all in the 4�S–4�N equatorial band:
NCEP heating (open circles), ECMWF heating (solid squares), Xie-Arkin precipitation (solid line). The
CPC Merged Analysis of Precipitaton (CMAP) is referred to as Xie-Arkin precipitation in this study.
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cients are then used to construct the associated surface
wind anomalies.
[36] The empirical modeling strategy is reasonably

straightforward, but some issues need to be resolved
before an optimum model can be realized. For example,
should the principal component analysis of internally
driven variability be performed for each calendar month,
each season, or for all months together? How many
leading modes should be rotated and retained for anomaly
projection? These issues are investigated by constructing
models based on (1) 20 modes extracted from rotated
analysis of interannual variability of all calendar months
together, (2) 20 modes from rotated analysis of monthly
variability in each season (or, 80 modes annually), and (3)
10 modes from rotated analysis of variability in each

calendar month (or, 120 modes annually). In case 3, 10
(and not 20) modes are rotated as the number of monthly
anomalies analyzed is only 44, in contrast to 132 in the
seasonal and 528 in the all-month cases.
[37] The empirical model’s performance is evaluated

from temporal correlation of the modeled and internally
driven surface-wind anomalies in the 180-month period
(1979–93). The period begins in 1979 so that performance
of the empirical and Gill models can be compared; the Gill
model is driven here by OLR anomalies, which are avail-
able continuously only since 1979. Correlation maps are
generated for both the zonal and meridional wind compo-
nents. Performance is assessed in each case (i.e., all-month,
seasonal, and calendar month based models) for configu-
rations based on 4-to-20 leading modes in cases 1–2, and

Figure 6. As in Figure 5, but for El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) variability in the equatorial
Pacific. Note that contour interval and shading threshold in Figure 6a and 6b (0.1 K/day) is twice as large
as that in Figure 5.
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up to 10 modes in case 3. The model accuracy generally
improves with the number of modes. The model based on
modes of each calendar month was found to perform the
best (and the one based on seasonal analysis, case 2,
followed). The optimum model is thus based on 10 monthly
modes (or, 120 modes annually). This model outperformed
another based on the same number of degrees of freedom—
a model based on 120 rotated modes extracted from an all-
month analysis.
[38] The optimum model’s performance is shown in the

top two panels of Figure 7. The regions where wind
correlations exceed 0.5 are shaded in each panel. The
meridional wind simulation (Figure 7b) is quite good,
particularly, in the equatorial (10�N–10�S) Atlantic where
temporal correlation with the target anomalies generally
exceeds 0.6. The zonal wind simulation (Figure 7a) is also
satisfactory, although not quite as good as the meridional
one. In both cases, the simulation is notably deficient in the
equatorial southeastern Atlantic. The model’s performance,
when evaluated over the entire 44-year record (1950–93;
528 months; not shown) is somewhat better everywhere,
and especially, in the southeastern sector.
[39] The bottom panels (Figures 7c–7d) display the

performance of the empirical model based on modes from
seasonal analysis. Comparison of the upper and lower

panels indicates the marginally superiority of the model
based on each calendar month modes.
[40] The optimum model was also used to compute the

Atlantic surface wind anomalies in a specific month, August
1987. Both the detrended and the internally driven anoma-
lies in this month were displayed earlier (Figures 2a–2b);
the target for the optimum model is Figure 4b. The optimum
model solution (Figure 8a) is spatially more coherent, and
compares quite favorably with the target in much of the
tropical Atlantic. The converging meridional winds, and
zonal westerlies in the central/eastern equatorial Atlantic are
well captured in the empirical solution, but the modeled
winds in the Caribbean region are too strong and more
easterly than in Figure 4b.

6. Performance of Simplified Dynamical Models

[41] The empirical model’s performance is compared with
that of simplified dynamical models assuming that the latter
can be applied everywhere in the tropical Atlantic sector.
Since such unrestricted application of the models is not
permitted by the premises of the Gill and Lindzen-Nigam
models (discussed briefly in the introduction)—the two
simplified models considered in this study—comparisons
with their performance across the tropical Atlantic are unfair,

Figure 7. Empirical model’s performance during January 1979–December 1993, from temporal
correlation of the modeled and target wind anomalies. Performance of the model based on 10
internally driven modes of each calendar month (or 120 modes annually) is shown in Figures 7a and
7b, while that of the model based on 20 internally driven modes of each season is shown in Figures 7c
and 7d. Contour interval is 0.1, and correlations greater than 0.5 are shaded in all panels. Compare this
Figure 7 to Figure 9.
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Figure 8. Modeling of August 1987 surface-wind anomalies using (a) the empirical model based on
monthly modes (or 120 modes annually), (b) Gill model forced by this month’s OLR anomalies, and (c)
the Lindzen-Nigam model forced by this month’s COADS SST. The modeling target is displayed in
Figure 4b.
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in principle. However, as a better comparison strategy
proved difficult to devise, we apply the models across the
tropical Atlantic, recognizing that the Lindzen-Nigam mod-
el’s domain should be confined to the central/eastern sectors,
and the Gill model’s to the western/central sectors of the
tropical Atlantic.
[42] The Gill model is forced by the monthly OLR

anomalies during 1979–93; OLR has been used as proxy
for the deep heating distribution in this model before [e.g.,
Zhang and Krishnamurti, 1996; Nigam and Shen, 1993].
The OLR anomalies over the oceanic sector were computed
relative to the 1979–93 climatology, and the component
linked to the internally driven surface wind variability was
used as model-forcing in order to be consistent with the
empirical model. This component was extracted by sub-
tracting the OLR regressions of the 15 externally driven
modes of Atlantic surface wind variability from the original
OLR anomalies. Linear regressions against truncated prin-
cipal components were computed, as in case of the diabatic
heating anomalies.
[43] The Gill model solutions were obtained using Ray-

leigh dissipation and Newtonian cooling coefficients, both (2
days)�1, and shallow-water gravity wave speed of 60 m/s—
all as in Zebiak and Cane [1987]. The model was solved on a
2.5� � 2.5� grid in the rectangular domain (97.5�W–15�E;
30�S–30�N), retaining full variation of the Coriolis force
(sinq). Field derivatives at the domain boundary were
approximated using forward/backward differencing, and
time integration was used to obtain the steady solution.
Since the model is linear, and the model performance gauged
by temporal correlation with the target fields during the
180-month period, little effort was expended in finding the
optimum scaling factor. The model solution shown in Figure
8b was forced by the August 1987 OLR anomalies (in W/
m2), using a scaling factor of (1.08 � 10�3).
[44] The Lindzen-Nigam model is forced by the SST-

anomaly gradient. Again, the component linked to internally
driven surface wind variability is used in order to be
consistent with the empirical model. The model is solved
in the same domain, and on the same grid as the Gill model.
Model solution and subsequent inter-comparisons are facili-
tated by casting the Lindzen-Nigam model equations in the
Gill format [Neelin, 1989]. The continuity equation in this
version can be written as: gHo(ux + vy) + ecj = �Sgec(SST).
Note that in this version, a SST-proportional term forces the
continuity equation, instead of SST-gradients forcing the
horizontal momentum equations, as in the original Lindzen-
Nigam model. The model was solved using the same
Rayleigh momentum dissipation as in the Gill model
[(2 days)�1], and ec = (30 min)�1 and Ho = 3 Km.
Lindzen and Nigam [1987] used these parameter values to
simulate the climatological surface winds in the tropical
Pacific. Again, little effort was spent in finding the
optimum parameter values for the central/eastern portion
of the tropical Atlantic basin. The August 1987 solution,
shown in Figure 8c, was computed using S = 12.0.
[45] The dynamical model solutions in August 1987

(Figures 8b–8c) are spatially quite coherent, but differ in
several respects, both among themselves and relative to the
target (Figure 4b). The Gill model generates strong west-
erlies in the 10�–20�N belt, while the Lindzen-Nigam
model produces such winds in the 0�–10�N sector, with

the target feature being somewhere in between. The latter
model produces notable winds in the eastern equatorial
sector, particularly, meridional ones, but both dynamical
models are unable to capture the prominent south-westerly
anomalies in the central Atlantic (in Figure 4b). In the
southern tropics, the dynamical responses are coherent but
at odds with the target, which appears rather incoherent at
the basin-scale.
[46] The performance of dynamical models was assessed

more comprehensively, by computing model solutions in
each of the 180 months (January 1979–December 1993),
just as for the empirical model. Performance is evaluated
again using temporal correlation of the modeled and target
fields, which circumvents the need for extensive tuning of
the response amplitude. Zonal and meridional wind corre-
lations are plotted in Figure 9, with the Gill model ones in
the top panels. A comparison of zonal-wind correlations
shows that Gill model does better in the Caribbean region,
and in the western equatorial sector, where diabatic heating
is generally deeper and stronger. The Gill model is evidently
not suitable over the tropical southeastern Atlantic, where
zonal-wind correlations are negative. The Lindzen-Nigam
model is comparatively better on account of positive corre-
lations (> 0.3), but the empirical model is perhaps the best
in this region (see Figure 7a). Comparison of the meri-
dional-wind correlations confirms this assessment: The
Lindzen-Nigam model outperforms the Gill model across
the equatorial Atlantic sector, with correlations larger than
0.5 evident even in the eastern sector. But again, the
empirical model is even better as the shaded area denoting
correlations > 0.5 is much more expansive in Figure 7b,
particularly in the latitudes. The large correlations in the
Caribbean region are especially noteworthy.
[47] The simple dynamical models we tested performed

poorly outside of the equatorial region, whereas the empiri-
cal model’s performance was not found to degrade as
strongly with latitude. One reason for such disparity in
performance is the likely presence of the barotropic com-
ponent in the atmospheric response to tropical Atlantic SST
anomalies. In a GCM study, Okumura et al. [2001] found
the SST anomalies to induce a large barotropic response in
the subtropical Azores high region.

7. Summary and Concluding Remarks

[48] Modeling of the SST-forced surface winds—a crit-
ical coupling in ocean-atmosphere models—is quite chal-
lenging in the Atlantic basin. Simple dynamical models
developed for the tropical Pacific surface winds are not
directly applicable in the Atlantic in view of the basin’s
different geometry and size. The protruding South Ameri-
can and African landmasses in the Southern and Northern
Tropics exert substantial influence on surface-wind varia-
bility in the tropical Atlantic, with potential feedback—
warranting additional modeling consideration of the inter-
action of ocean and atmosphere with the adjoining con-
tinents. The tropospheric heating vertical structure also
varies significantly across the basin, with the heating-
maximum occurring in the lower troposphere in the eastern
Atlantic. Not surprisingly, simple dynamical models have
seen limited application in the tropical Atlantic [e.g.,
Zebiak, 1993; Wagner and DaSilva, 1994].
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[49] Here, we seek to construct an empirical model for
surface winds forced by the tropical Atlantic SSTs (i.e., for
the internally driven component of tropical Atlantic wind
variability), and investigate its performance vis-a-vis that of
simple dynamical models, such as the Gill and Lindzen-
Nigam models. Of necessity, a procedure is first developed
to separate the internally driven component of surface winds
from variability induced by changes external to the tropical
Atlantic basin. This in itself was non-trivial as SST and
surface wind observations were not available at sub-
monthly resolution (e.g., weekly), in which case the lead/
lag relationships could have been exploited. A separation
strategy based on the very different ratios of the wind-to-
SST amplitudes in modes obtained from the rotated princi-
pal component analysis of combined SST and wind varia-
bility was thus employed. Analysis of DaSilva et al.’s
[1994] COADS data set showed that the internally driven
component was dominant only within the equatorial sector
(10�S–10�N) of the Atlantic, but across the tropics (30�S–
30�N) in the Pacific.
[50] An empirical (statistical) model for the tropical

Atlantic surface-winds was constructed from the extracted
internally driven component of wind variability. The con-
struction of an empirical model of surface wind/windstress
is not novel in itself as such models have been developed
for the tropical Pacific [Syu et al., 1995], and even tropical
Atlantic [Chang et al., 1997]. The distinguishing feature of

the present analysis is its focus on the internally driven
wind component, and demonstration of this model’s
capacity vis-a-vis the simplified dynamical atmospheric
models.
[51] The empirical model is based on the rotated principal

component analysis of internally driven variability in the
tropical Atlantic basin. Sensitivity to several analysis fea-
tures was investigated in order to optimize the model’s
performance: For example, the combined variability analy-
sis was conducted in each calendar month, each season, and
all months together, and the number of modes rotated in
each of these analyses was additionally varied. The opti-
mum model was based on separate analysis of each calendar
month’s variability (10 rotated modes per calendar month).
This model outperformed all other empirical model config-
urations, including the one based on 120 rotated modes
from an all-month analysis.
[52] The empirical model’s meridional wind simulation

(Figure 7b) in the equatorial zone is striking. The Gill and
Lindzen-Nigam models also do better in this field (Figures
9b and 9d), but they are evidently not quite competitive:
Meridional wind correlations of the Lindzen-Nigam model
(the better of the two dynamical models in the equatorial
Atlantic) are in the 0.5–0.7 range while those of the
empirical model (Figure 7b) are between 0.6–0.8. It is
however in the modeling of zonal-winds that the empirical
model does substantially better: Zonal wind correlations are

Figure 9. Performance of simplified dynamical models during January 1979–December 1993, from
temporal correlation of the modeled and target wind anomalies: (a, b) Gill model forced by the internally
driven OLR anomalies and (c, d) the Lindzen-Nigam model forced by COADS SST anomalies. Contour
interval is 0.1, and correlations greater than 0.5 are shaded in all panels. Compare with Figures 7a–7b.
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in the 0.4–0.7 range, but only between �0.1 and 0.5 in case
of the dynamical models.
[53] The dynamical models were solved across the trop-

ical Atlantic basin, but such unrestricted application is not
permitted by the models’ premises. The Gill model is more
valid in the western sector where the heating-maximum is
higher (in the mid-troposphere), while the Lindzen-Nigam
model is more valid in the central/eastern sectors under the
subsiding branches of the divergent circulations. It is note-
worthy that the empirical model outperforms the dynamical
models even in these sectors.
[54] Finally, it would be interesting to compare the

empirical model developed in this study with other such
models. Chang et al. [1997] developed an empirical model
for Atlantic surface winds based on the singular value
decomposition analysis of SST and surface winds. Unfortu-
nately, they did not document the model’s performance, at
least, using the measures used here. Moreover, these authors
did not focus on the internally driven component of wind
variability. This precluded a direct comparison of the two
empirical models’ performance. However, given our con-
siderable interest in such comparison, we proceeded to
construct a singular value decomposition based empirical
model for zonal wind, keeping the latter as left variable and
SST as the right variable in the analysis; only the internally
driven component of COADS wind variability during
1950–93 was analyzed. The analysis was done for each
calendar month, retaining 10 modes, all as before, so that
model comparisons are as fair as possible. This model’s
performance was also evaluated during 1979–93, and the

zonal wind correlations during this 180-month period are
shown in Figure 10. Comparisons with Figure 7a, which
displays performance of the RPCA based model, shows the
empirical models to have rather similar potential, and in
both cases more than those of dynamical models. That the
differences in empirical models’ performance are small
relative to the performance enhancements over the dynam-
ical models is noteworthy.
[55] The dynamical models could be further optimized by

tuning model parameters, but their performance is unlikely
to surpass those of empirical models. If anything, this points
to the challenging nature of the problem (of modeling
surface winds), due to the necessity of dealing with plan-
etary boundary layers of various types, among others. The
simplified dynamical models are useful pedagogical para-
digms, but some shortcomings begin to surface as quanti-
tatively accurate solutions are demanded.
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